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Pictures in the manual are for reference only, and it is subject to the 
physical product in the packing box. 

Operating Manual

Name of components 

Note

Ice crystal box
The ice crystal box 
is included in the packingReel

Wetted pad

Water tank

Control panel
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Operating Manual

Note 

Instructions for filling water, disassembly and washing 

•
•
• Before turning on the machine, make sure that the pump module is assembled properly. Otherwise

the product may malfunction.
• There are two ways for water filling:
①Pull outwards half-way, the water tank and do not disassemble the water pump module. Add 

water directly. 
②

The water should be added or the water tank should be cleaned.

1 The water tank unlocks when 
the buckle is at horizontal state 

2  In order to fill the tank with water pull it halfway out.
(push the water tank back in after the water has been 
added)  

3  If you want to clean the tank, the pump module 
should be removed from it (including the water tube). 
Pull out the tank fully. Turn the pump holding knob by 
hand (90 degrees counterclockwise) and slide the 
pump outwards.

4  The water tank can now be cleaned. 

Re-assemble in reverse order and fill 

with water.

Remove the collected water from the water tank only when the machine is on standby mode. 
The plug must be removed from the electrical outlet when filling water and cleaning.

The water pump module should be dissassembled, then pump out the water from the water tank. 
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5  After completion, with the water pump module fixed, push the water tank back in.
Lock the water tank with the buckle in a vertical position.

Use of Ice Crystal Box 

Note

① The ice crystal box can be repeatedly frozen and reused; It can also not be used depending on the temperature. 
②     The ice crystal box cover must not be opened, so as to prevent damage. 
③ The ice crystal box material is environmentally friendly, non-toxic and harmless, and can be safely placed in the 

  refrigerator for freezing. 
④ The frozen ice crystal box should be used in the water tank, and after the humidification is turned on, 

the temperature at the air outlet will be lowered.  
⑤ The freezing of the ice crystal box can be replaced by ice, which also has a cooling effect.
⑥ When adding water, the water level of the water tank should be checked not to exceed the "MAX" (maximum)

indication mark. If the water level is lower than the "MIN" (minimum) indication mark, please add more water.

Water tank scale

1  Pull out half of the water 
from the water tank.

2  Remove the ice crystal box from the package and put it in the
refrigerator for more than 3 hours. Place the frozen ice 
crystal box in the water tank and add water - not exceeding 
the "MAX" (maximum) indication mark. 
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Machine Body Operation Instructions

Machine body control keys Display panel 

ON / OFF operation. 

Key Function description 

- / +  

Touch the swinging wind key to start or stop swinging wind. 

Short press while the unit is in operation, to start or stop humidification (air 
cooling). In dry or hot weather, start this function to have a better experience. 

Three wind levels available: Normal wind (4 speed level, normal wind 
indicator light is on), sleep wind (2 speed level, sleep wind indicator light is 
on), natural wind (2 speed level, natural wind indicator light is on). 

In standby, in scheduling function short-press. The time is set at the 
scheduled start time, the scheduled startup time can be reduced / increased. 
Accordingly, in operation mode, at scheduling function, the timing 
shutdown time can be reduced / increased. 
In normal function press the buttons so as to increase or decrease the wind 
speed
Note: When setting the timer,by pressing these keys, the time will be 
reduced/increased by 0.5 hours every time for 0-3 hours, and 1 hour for 3-10 
hours. When adjusting the wind speed, short press this key to increase or 
decrease wind speed by 1 level every time. 

While in operation mode, press this key, the display will flash. Set the time, 
and then the display flashes 3 times, the switch off timing is completed. While 
in standby mode, press this key, the display will flash. Set the time, and then 
the display flashes 3 times, the startup timing is completed. 
After pressing this key, the wind level and timer can be set at the same time. 
Cancel timed operation:
Cancel shutdown timing: when timing has been set, press the timing button 
(the pattern on the screen will flicker at this time), and then long press the 
timing button 2S within 6S to cancel timing.
Cancel timing turn on timing: when timing has been set, press the timing 
button (the pattern on the screen will flicker at this time), and press the timing 
button 2S again immediately to cancel timing.
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Note

· The remote controller can be used normally within a distance of 5 meters
and a 30 degrees angle in front of the product. 
· The battery contains many heavy metals, acid-base and other materials,
being a threat to human health; The wasted and old batteries 
should be recovered after classification.

Instructions of remote controller buttons 

Circuit Diagram
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wind motor 

Water 
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Batteries

3A Batteries, 1.5V

Turn on/off swing

Turn on/adjust/
turn off humidification

On/Off
Set wind type

Timer/Delay start
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